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Aspect category sentiment analysis has attracted increasing attention because of its outstanding perfor-
mance in mining the fine-grained sentiment expression of users. In recent years, a new aspect category
and sentiment pair extraction (ASPE) task has been proposed to simultaneously extract aspect categories
and sentiment pairs. Most existing research works are designed in a two step pipeline, that is, they first
perform aspect category detection, and subsequently conduct aspect category sentiment analysis.
However, the pipeline method can clearly lead to error propagation from previous step. In this work,
we propose a new framework for multiple perspective attention based on double BiLSTM with a novel joint
strategy for ASPE to alleviate the accumulation of errors in the pipeline method. The experimental results
on benchmark datasets SemEval and BDCI-2018 demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach
in terms of both accuracy and explainability for the ASPE task.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) involves automatically
identifying the sentiment polarity in the product aspect of a review
text [17,18]. It has two subtasks: aspect term sentiment analysis
(ATSA) and aspect category sentiment analysis (ACSA) [32]. Aspect
term is a word or phrase in a text, and aspect category is an
abstract concept that is predefined in a corpus. Aspect categories
are typically coarser or higher level than aspect terms, and they
do not necessarily occur as terms in a given text.

Typically, the ABSA task is formalized as a three-class sentiment
classification problem, with class labels as positive, negative and
neutral. The goal is to detect the sentiment for a given aspect cat-
egory or aspect term. This framework was followed by most of the
recent studies in this field [32,28,5,29,8,10,20,12,14,31,6,34]. Since
multiple targets may be mentioned in a review text, it is necessary
to consider the sentiment of different aspects of each target. Some
other researchers have focused on targeted aspect-based senti-
ment analysis (TABSA) [21,22]. Below, we will elaborate the two
subtasks, namely ACSA and ASPE in details and provide an example
illustrate their concepts.
For ACSA, the data come from a wide range of sources and can
be provided by major review websites. In addition, the annotation
of aspect categories is easier to obtain than the annotation of
aspect terms. For example, we can easily obtain the annotation
of an aspect category from the review tag of a website. Therefore,
the combination of aspect category detection and sentiment classi-
fication is highly suitable for real-world scenarios. However, in the
ACSA task, the aspect category must be given before sentiment
classification. This shortcoming limits the application of ACSA to
practical scenarios. Therefore, Big Data & Computing Intelligence
(BDCI)1 proposed an aspect category and sentiment pair extraction
(ASPE) contest for aspect category detection and sentiment analysis.
Most works use the pipeline method to conduct aspect category
detection first, followed by sentiment analysis for the corresponding
aspect category. Aspect category detection can be regarded as a mul-
tilabel classification problem because a review may mention multi-
ple aspect categories. Furthermore, we need to judge the sentiment
polarity of each involved aspect category.

The ASPE task was proposed to determine which aspect cate-
gories are involved in a review and what is the polarity of the sen-
timent of each involved aspect categories.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.neucom.2021.01.079&domain=pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2021.01.079
mailto:wsg@sxu.edu.cn
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2021.01.079
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09252312
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neucom
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Fig. 1 displays an example. A review has five aspect categories.
In the example, the aspect term of the review is ‘‘food”, and the
corresponding sentiment polarity is ‘‘positive”. The three aspect
categories are ‘‘food, ambiance, and restaurant”, and their corre-
sponding sentiment polarities are ‘‘positive, positive, and positive”
respectively. We can then see a certain correspondence between
the term and the category, and different users express the term
in different ways. The description of ambience and restaurant also
appears in the review, but its corresponding aspect term is the
default. We often identify ‘‘superb, homey, and intimate” as the
sentiment descriptors of the aspects ‘‘food, ambiance, and restau-
rant”, respectively.

In Fig. 1, we can see clearly the difference between ACSA task
and ASPE task. The pipeline method detects the aspect categories
that are mentioned in a review first. Then, the aspect categories
are used for ACSA to distinguish different sentiment polarities.
The goal of ACSA is to extract the corresponding sentiment of a
given aspect category. In addition to a review as the input, ACSA
needs to provide an annotated aspect category at first prior to sen-
timent analysis. By contrast, the output of the ASPE task is a pair of
aspect category and sentiment. For the ASPE task in Example 1, our
objective is to directly generate all pairs of aspect category and
sentiment, including (‘‘food-positive”, ‘‘ambiance-positive”,
‘‘restaurant-positive”), without providing the aspect category
‘‘food, ambiance, and restaurant”. Clearly, we will focus on ASPE
task as it can complete the two steps simultaneously without error
propagation.

As mentioned in the Example 1, sentiment description informa-
tion corresponds to the aspect mentioned in the sentence. In this
paper, we propose a new framework called multiple perspective
attention based on double bi-directional long short-term memory
(MPADB). When a sentence mentions many aspect categories,
these categories may not match other sentiment descriptions. To
address this problem, we employ bi-directional long short-term
memory (BiLSTM) to capture global semantic information [13]
and syntactically dependent characteristics. In addition, we also
model multiple BiLSTM to capture semantic and aspect category
information, so as to alleviate the problem of mutual interference
of sentiment information of multiple aspects. Existing methods
apply single attention to aspect-related sentiment information,
although single attention cannot be modeled effectively in the
presence of multiple sentiments. Therefore, this study proposes
to use the multi-attention mechanism to expand the representa-
tion space and focuses on information from multiple perspectives.
It also aims to enhance the ability to capture sentiment informa-
tion with corresponding aspect categories.

For the ASPE task, we propose a joint strategy that integrates
sentiment labels with category labels, and trains our model at
the aspect level. On the basis of the original three-class classifica-
tion problems, we add a label to identify the presence of such
aspects. In this way, the task can be transformed into a multilabel
Example 1:
Wish ny(New York) had more of these kinds of places: intimate,
superb food, homey, top-notch all the way around, certainly worth
the wait.

ASPEACSA

Positive

Positive
Positive

food-Positive

restaurant-Positive
ambiance-Positive

price-None

service-None

food
ambiance
restaurant

Fig. 1. An example showing the difference between the ACSA task and the ASPE
task.
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classification problem so that our model can detect the aspect cat-
egory and distinguish the sentiment polarity while limiting the
error accumulation problem caused by the pipeline method. These
properties enable our model to make independent decisions for
each aspect.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

1. We propose a new framework called MPADB. It avoids wrong
matching between various aspects and sentiment descriptions
through rich context expressions and the multi-perspective
attention mechanism.

2. We propose the joint strategy MPADB_Joint to address the
shortcomings of the pipeline method that depends on aspect
category detection to avoid error accumulation. Moreover, we
propose an orthogonal regularization constraint to solve the
problem of overlapping attention weights caused by the joint
model and enhance the explanatory ability of the model.

3. Our extensive results on SemEval and BDCI 2018 indicate that
our approach is effective for the ASPE task.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce Section 2 in the related work. Section 3 provides the
details of our proposed MPADB. Section 4 discusses experiment
and analysis. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with future
directions.
2. Related work

In text sentiment analysis, ABSA is usually divided into ATSA
and ACSA. In ABSA research, deep learning has become an impor-
tant method.
2.1. Aspect term sentiment analysis

For ATSA, most researchers used the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) + Attention model as the basic framework and employed
the attention or interaction of aspect term to obtain important sen-
timent information in sentences [28,5,8,10,20,12]. For instance,
[29] first applied deep memory network to ATSA by using a com-
puting layer shared by multiple layers of parameters, to make each
context word learns the corresponding weight and employs this
information for text representation. Other researchers introduced
the location information and syntactic information of attribute
items in comments to their models [8,10]. In addition, convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) have also been utilized in ATSA tasks
[14]. In order to tightly integrate the commonsense knowledge
[21,2–4] proposed an extension of LSTM, termed Sentic LSTM, in
TABSA tasks.
2.2. Aspect category sentiment analysis

For ACSA, aspect categories are often used as initialization vec-
tors to participate in the attention mechanism. A typical ATAE
model based on an LSTM network with an attention mechanism
used category embedding to focus on category-specific sentiment
information in sentences [31]. At present, the attention mechanism
is often used for feature fusion [1] and widely used in ACSA tasks.
[6] used aspect attention and sentiment attention to locate differ-
ent information. To overcome the problem of inadequate semantic
information in shallow network learning, [34] proposed a deep
memory network with auxiliary memory, constructed two mem-
ory modules, and learned the category and sentiment features
through their interaction. [32] proposed a model based on CNN
and gate mechanism and used it to effectively control the transfer
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of sentiment information according to the given category
information.

2.3. Aspect sentiment pair extraction

Most of the existing work focused on aspect term and sentiment
pair extraction [15,16,9]. There is little work related to aspect cat-
egory and sentiment pair extraction. By adopting a pipeline model,
the ASPE task can be broken down into two subtasks, which are
aspect category detection [26] and aspect category sentiment clas-
sification. Recently, [27] jointly modeled the detection of aspects
and the classification of their polarity in an end-to-end trainable
neural network. It conducted experiments with LSTM, CNN and
word representations on the recent GermEval 2017 dataset. [33]
proposed a joint learning framework with CNN, which used CNN
to integrate the feature representation of character level and word
level. However, these work lacks consideration of model structure,
category imbalance, and interpretability of attention.

In practical application scenarios, we need to detect the aspect
categories and the corresponding sentiments simultaneously.
Therefore, studying the ASPE task is particularly challenging when
aspect categories are not given.

3. Multiple perspective attention based on double BiLSTM

For the ASPE task, the different aspects may correspond to dif-
ferent sentiment descriptions. The real cases, involving many
aspects and long text mutual interference or confusion of senti-
ment information between different aspects, are inevitable, where
complex semantics need to be encoded. To this end, we design a
network with two layers of BiLSTM. The first layer encodes seman-
tic information to model the context dependency of a sentence.
The second layer encodes the category information to fuse the
aspects with the sentiment information in the context. The atten-
tion mechanism is used to locate the aspect information and to
relate certain aspect categories to the expression information of
the context. In addition, multiple perspective attention is used to
expand the representation space and represent the attention infor-
mation in multiple subspaces to enhance the attention informa-
tion, thereby reducing the influence of the mutual interference of
sentiment information. If a given review involves multiple aspect
category sentiments, all aspects and the corresponding sentiments
Word2Vec/GloVe/Bert

BiLSTM

FCFC

 Multiple 

perspective

attention

Share BiLSTM

  

Special BiLSTM

Copy

11 31 21 n1 n-1,1 

Multi-label 

classifier 

food 

superb food

Input

Fig. 2. Framework o
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should be identified for the ASPE task. To this end, we design mul-
tiple classifiers to detect the aspect category and sentiment polar-
ity. The MPADB_Joint structure is established on the basis of the
BiLSTM network model with the multiple perspective attention
and joint strategy (Fig. 2).

3.1. Framework of the proposed model

According to Fig. 2, the proposed model contains five layers: the
input layer, the shared BiLSTM layer, the special BiLSTM layer, the
multiple perspective attention layer, and the multilabel classifier
layer. We describe each layer in detail as follows.

3.1.1. Input layer
Given a sentence s ¼ w1;w2; . . . ;wnf g consisting of n words, we

first map each word to a continuous vector space Ew 2 Rv�d by
using pretrained embedding, such as GloVe. In the expression of
vector space, v is the size of the vocabulary set, and d is the embed-
ded dimension. The set of aspect categories is denoted as
ASP ¼ aj

� �m
j¼1. We use the random initialization method to repre-

sent the aspect vectors. These vectors are then fine-tuned during
the training stage.

3.1.2. Shared BiLSTM layer
BiLSTM has been proven to be an effective way to fuse context

information into word embedding [13]. The hidden layer state
shared by the first BiLSTM is represented as a sequence of fusion
context information. We abbreviate the computation of the for-

ward LSTM as LSTM
���!

wið Þ and the backward LSTM as LSTM
 

wið Þ. We

concatenate LSTM
���!

wið Þ and LSTM
 

wið Þ as the output of BiLSTM at
step i by using formula (1).

h1i ¼ LSTM
���!

wið Þ; LSTM
 ���

wið Þ
h i

ð1Þ
3.1.3. Special BiLSTM layer
In the ACSA task, the aspect category information has a strong

guiding role. In the case in which the aspect category is not given
in advance, we traverse the aspect category aj in the aspect cate-
gory set ASP. In this way, the information of different aspects is
integrated into the shared BiLSTM representation h1i. BiLSTM is
BiLSTM

FCFC

  

1j 3j 2j nj n-1,j 

homey worth the wait

f MPADB_Joint.
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used to model the internal association between the context and the
aspect category to form the embedded representation of the fusion
of the aspect category aj and the context information via formula
(2).

h2ij ¼ LSTM
���!

h1i; aj
� �

; LSTM
 ���

h1i; aj
� �h i

ð2Þ
3.1.4. Multiple perspective attention layer
In the ACSA task of a given aspect category, single attention is

used to focus on the relevant information of the aspect category.
For sentences that contain implicit multiple aspect categories,
the information capturing ability of a single attention module can-
not meet the requirements of the task. Hence, in each aspect cate-
gory layer, we use the multiple perspective attention mechanism
to make the model pay attention to different parts of the input dur-
ing the training process, expand the representation space, and
enhance the information that needs to be focused on.

For each aspect category level, attention input h2ij is the output
of the special BiLSTM layer. Attention weight aij is obtained by cal-
culating the correlation between aspect category aj and state h2ij.
The weight is the probability that state h2ij is correctly noted when
inferring the sentiment polarity of aspect category aj. aij can be
obtained by constructing a score function. Dot, general, and con-
catenation are three commonly used scoring functions [19]. How-
ever, a number of studies have shown that the linear offset of a
vector can capture the relationship between two words [23].
Therefore, we also use minus [24] attention to capture the relation-
ship between an aspect and a document. Four scoring functions are
shown in formula (3).

score h2ij; aj
� � ¼

h2ijaj; dot
h2ijWaj; general
W h2ijaj

� �
; concatenation

VT tanhW h2ij � aj
� �þ bÞ; minus

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð3Þ
whereW is the parameter matrix, V is the parameter vector, and b is
the bias.

For each aspect category, the following attention model is
designed by using the score function of formula (3), as shown in
formulas (4)–(5).

aij ¼
exp score h2ij; aj

� �� �
Pn

i¼1exp score h2ij; aj
� �� � ð4Þ

zj ¼
Xn
i¼1

aijh2ij ð5Þ

For the attention representation of subspaces from different
perspectives of a given aspect, formulas (4) and (5) are used several

times in establishing multiple attention modules zlj
� �t

l¼1, corre-
sponding to aspect category aj. These attention modules can be
executed in parallel. Inspired by the multiple attention in Trans-

former [30], zlj
� �t

l¼1 is concatenated and projected to construct
the final representation of the sentence relative to aspect category
aj via formula (6).

Multj ¼ z1j; z2j; . . . ; ztj
� �

Wj1 ð6Þ
where zlj denotes the representation of the l-th attention module
corresponding to aj and Wj1 is the parameter matrix.

3.1.5. Joint training strategy for ASPE task
For a whole sentence, the sentiment of each aspect category

needs to be predicted accordingly. We design a training strategy
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that combines multiple classifiers to transform the ASPE task into
a multilabel classification task.

For each aspect category as aj j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;mð Þ, we use formula
(6) to obtain the representation of the aspect-level attention layer
and then input the result into the full connection layer for use by
the sentiment classifier. To exclude aspect categories that are not
involved in the sentence, we set the sentiment label to four types
�2;�1;0;1f g, where �2;�1;0, and 1 denotes none, negative, neu-
tral, and positive, respectively. The sentiment polarity classifica-
tion result of the aspect category is determined by the label with
the highest probability obtained by formula (7).

yj ¼ softmax MultjWj2 þ bj
� �

; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;m ð7Þ

By using formula (7), we can train multiple classifiers jointly
and obtain the output result of multiple sentiment labels via for-
mula (8).

y ¼ y1; y2; . . . ; ymð Þ ð8Þ
3.2. Orthogonal regularization

Multilabel joint training can be used for aspect detection and
sentiment analysis simultaneously. In the process of network opti-
mization, we find that the attentional weights of some samples
would be excessive concentration of the nonexistent aspect in
the review. That is, the distributed representation of attention with
a different aspect category is learned to have an almost identical
weight. Inspired by [11], to solve this problem, we propose the
orthogonal attention mechanism and introduce it to model
optimization.

This regularization term forces orthogonality between attention
weight vectors of different aspects so that different aspect cate-
gories attend to different parts of the given sentence with minimal
overlap. We apply this regularization to the multiple perspective
attention layer. Let s be a sentence. Suppose s contains non-
overlapping aspects category a1; a2; . . . ; am; ;aj j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;mð Þ
denotes the attention weight vectors of aj;aj ¼ a1j;a2j; . . . ;anj

� �
,

and M 2 Rm�n denotes a two-dimensional attention matrix to cal-
culate the orthogonal regularization term Ro, as shown in formula
(9).

Ro ¼ jjMTM � Ijj2 ð9Þ
3.3. Model optimization

Given the imbalanced problem in the data, we can consider
imposing the different costs caused by the sample misclassification
of different aspect categories to balance the loss. Intuitively, the
sentiment label �2 accounts for a large proportion in the data
and is tagged as None, which is relatively insignificant in the dis-
crimination of sentiment polarity of aspect categories. To obtain
a high reward (penalty) when predicting the correct (wrong) polar-
ity of a sentiment and to obtain a high weight for sentiment labels
with few occurrences, we define the weight calculation by using
formulas (10)–(12). Therefore, in the training process, the model
focuses on optimizing the correctness of samples with sentiment
labels.

bkj ¼ exp
min Nkj

� �4
k¼1

	 


Nkj
ð10Þ

b�kj ¼
bkjP4
k¼1bkj

ð11Þ
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where Nkj is the number of sentiment label k in the aspect category
aj. bkj is the weight of sentiment label k in the aspect category aj,
and b�kj is the normalized representation of bkj.

The objective function of model optimization training is to min-
imize the cross-entropy loss function, and it is given by formula
(12).

L ¼ �
Xm
j¼1

X4
k¼1

b�kjykj log ŷkj
� � ð12Þ

where ykj is the ground truth sentiment label of aspect category aj in
given sentence, and ŷkj is the probability of predicting sentiment
label of aspect category aj. L is the final objective function.
2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
3 https://github.com/Embedding/Chinese-Word-Vectors.
4 https://www.datafountain.cn/competitions/310/datasets.
4. Experiments

We have conducted extensive experiments to compare our pro-
posed techniques with existing state-of-the-art techniques.

4.1. Datasets

4.1.1. Restaurant 2014 (Res 2014)
The SemEval 2014 Restaurant data set is commonly used in

ACSA task. A set of aspect categories includes ‘‘food”, ‘‘price”, ‘‘ser-
vice”, ‘‘ambiance” and ‘‘misc”. The four sentiment polarities are
positive, negative, neutral, and conflict. We remove the conflict
label data.

4.1.2. Restaurant_Large (Res_Large)
[32] constructed a large dataset called ‘‘Restaurant-Large” by

merging restaurant reviews for the period of 2014–2016. Data
incompatibilities are fixed during merging.

4.1.3. CCF BDCI 2018
This dataset is a Chinese ASPE dataset and comprises users’

evaluation of correlated content in an auto forum. One review
may contain multiple aspect categories. The testing dataset is not
released, and the test system is already inaccessible. Therefore,
we use fivefold cross-validation on the training dataset to validate
the performance of our proposed method.

We merge the samples with same review text and different
aspect categories in the ACSA dataset. Then the merged data set
is used for the ASPE task. The detailed statistics of the dataset
are presented in Table 1.

4.2. Comparison methods

The research on ACSA is not as extensive as that on ATSA. For
the baselines in this work, we use popular models that have exhib-
ited excellent performances in ACSA. They are described as follows.

End-to-end LSTM/CNN [27] jointly models the detection of
aspects and the classification of their polarities in an end-to-end
trainable neural network, such as LSTM and CNN.

Char-CNN-CNN [33] uses CNN to integrate the feature repre-
sentation of character level and word level.

TDLSTM [28] is a simple LSTM network for target-dependent
sentiment classification.

AE-LSTM/AT-LSTM [31] is a variant of the ATAE model.
ATAE [31] is an attention-based LSTM for ACSA task. It fuses the

aspect information at the input of LSTM and adds an attention
mechanism on top of the LSTM layer.

HEAT [6] captures aspect information to help capture the senti-
ment information of the specific aspect of a sentence, so as to
improve the accuracy of ACSA.
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GCAE [32] uses the gated convolutional neural network, which
adds aspect information in the process of convolution to conduct
sentiment classification for different aspects.

MPADB is the model proposed for ACSA task in this work.
Bert [7] is a model in which we directly use the representation

of ‘‘[CLS]” as a classification feature to fine-tune the BERT model for
every aspect category classification.

MPADB_Bert is the initialization of MPADB replaced by BERT.
*_AD (Aspect Detection) denotes the aspect detection using * as

core, uses multiple two-way classifier for multilabel classification.
*_pip (pipeline model) denotes the pip method using * as core,

which in turn performs *_AD for aspect detection and * for ACSA.
*_Joint (Joint model) denotes using * as core and add our joint

strategy for ASPE.
For the above models, The results with ‘‘\” are retrieved from

the original papers. In the comparison experiments, the models
do not have corresponding experimental results for the datasets.
Thus, we re-implement the three relatively advanced models of
ATAE, HEAT, and GCAE. Each competitor is optimized
independently.
4.3. Implementation details and evaluation metrics

The initialization of the input word embedding of the network
adopts GloVe2 [25] for English datasets and Word2Vec3 [23] for Chi-
nese datasets. The number of units in each hidden layer is set to 300.
The dropout from the hidden layer to the output layer is 0.5. We
adopt the Adam optimizer, the learning rate is 0.001, the batch size
is 32. In this study, F1-measure4 is adopted to test the effectiveness
of ‘‘aspect category + sentiment label”. We adopt the accuracymetric
to evaluate the performance of aspect category sentiment classifica-
tion. According to ‘‘aspect category + sentiment label”, it is necessary
to identify whether both the number and result are correct. More
specifically, precision (P), recall (R) and F1 value (F) are defined using
formula (13)–(15).

P ¼ TP

TP þ FP
ð13Þ
R ¼ TP

TP þ FN
ð14Þ
F ¼ 2 � P � R
P þ R

ð15Þ

TP is the correct number of judgment where the judgment
results of ‘‘aspect category + sentiment label” are completely
correct.

FP is the number of judgment errors, where models recognize
additional ‘‘aspect category + sentiment label” beyond the actual
quantity contained in the sample.

FN is the number of missed judgments, which means that the
number of identified ‘‘aspect category + sentiment label” is less
than the actual number contained in the sample.

Accuracy is defined as:

accuarcy ¼ T
N

ð16Þ

where T is the number of correctly predicted samples, N is the total
number of samples.



Table 1
Proportion of experimental datasets.

DataSets Aspect Category Len Positive Negative Neutral Total

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

Res 2014 5 69 2179 657 839 222 500 94 3518 973
Res_Large 8 69 2710 1505 1189 680 757 241 4656 2426
BDCI 10 128 2048 2036 8488 12572

Table 2
F1 scores of aspect category detection.

models Res 2014 Res_Large BDCI

ATAE_AD 87.42 74.03 88.29
HEAT_AD 87.37 74.35 88.25
GCAE_AD 87.31 74.66 88.13
MPADB_AD 88.42 75.37 89.08

The best scores are in bold.

Table 3
Accuracy of aspect category sentiment analysis.

models Res 2014 Res_Large BDCI

TDLSTM 82:6\ – –

AE-LSTM 82:5\ – –

AT-LSTM 83:1\ – –

ATAE 84:0\ 83:91\ 73.52

HEAT 85.1\ 85.12 73.56
GCAE 84.6 85:92\ 73.52

MPADB 85.0 86.48 73.81

The best scores are in bold.

Table 4
F1 scores of aspect category and sentiment pair extraction.

models Res 2014 Res_Large BDCI

ATAE_pip 79.44 66.69 69.81
HEAT_pip 79.60 66.74 69.55
GCAE_pip 78.82 67.16 69.92

MPADB_pip(Our) 80.41 67.82 69.10
End-to-end LSTM 75.82y 65.35y 68.47y

End-to-end CNN 77.58y 64.54y 70.54y

Char-CNN-CNN – – 64.42\

ATAE_Joint 78.54y 67.83� 71.97y

HEAT_Joint 78.82� 67.15y 72.32�

GCAE_Joint 78.86y 68.24� 71.36y

MPADB_Joint(Our) 79.99 68.83 73.43
Bert_Joint 83.88 75.61 73.63

MPADB_Bert_Joint(Our) 85.01 76.64 73.80

We have carried out P-test upon the 5-folded experiment performances.
MPADB_Joint is respectively paired with each baselines. The marker y refers p <
0.05, and the marker z refers p < 0.1.
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4.4. Experimental results and analysis

4.4.1. Comparison experiment
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conduct

the following comparative experiments on three data sets, namely,
Res 2014, Res_Large, and BDCI datasets respectively.

4.4.1.1. Experiments in aspect category detection. Our objective is to
predict the aspect category of a review. Most existing research
focused on ACSA, and only a few studies have solely focused on
the detection of aspect category detection alone. We modify the
last layer of our framework to make it suitable for the aspect cat-
egory. ATAE, HEAT, and GCAE are modified accordingly under our
model framework (we use multiple classifiers to detect whether
or not an aspect category exists and convert the results into a
two-way classification problem). The results are shown in Table 2.

Note that GCAE and HEAT apply aspect information only to
gated units or attention mechanisms. ATAE makes the model
slightly better than GCAE and HEAT by using aspect information
twice. Unlike that in the aforementioned models, we use the aspect
category information several times in the special BiLSTM layer and
multiple perspective attention layer; the shared BiLSTM layer then
captures the context information. In this way, our model can easily
capture the corresponding aspect information. Hence, our model is
better than other models consistently and thus is effective for the
ACSA task.

4.4.1.2. Experiments in aspect category sentiment analysis. To verify
whether or not the proposed method is effective in predicting
the sentiment polarity of a given aspect category, we choose accu-
racy of the evaluation measure and compare it with existing mod-
els. As ATAE, HEAT, and GCAE lack corresponding experimental
results in BDCI data, we reimplemented them for comparison.
The comparative experimental results are shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the experimental results of the proposed
method are better than those of most existing models for the three
datasets, especially in Res_Large and BDCI. However, in Res 2014,
the results of the proposed method are slightly lower than those
of the HEAT method. The main reason is that multi-head attention
has many parameters while the sample of the Res 2014 dataset is
small, thereby potentially leading to insufficient training.

4.4.1.3. Experiments in aspect category and sentiment pair extrac-
tion. The experimental objective is to predict the aspect category
of a review and the corresponding sentiment polarity where we
employ F1 to evaluate the performance. As the existing ACSA
methods are not applied to experiments on aspect category detec-
tion and sentiment classification, we reimplement them in this
work. The result of Char-CNN-CNN on BDCI is retrieved from the
original paper, where their dataset is a subset of the dataset in this
paper. The results are listed here for reference. The experiment
results are reported in Table 4. The best results of each method
(pipeline and joint) are highlighted in bold.

Table 4 indicates that the proposed model obtains the best
experimental results among all the joint models. In addition, the
results of the proposed framework are better than the pipeline
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results for the Res_Large and BDCI datasets. Hence, our model
can limit the error accumulation caused by pipeline methods. We
find that the Res 2014 dataset only has five aspects, which are rel-
atively easy to classify. Tables 2 and 3 indicate that the model has
high scores in the aspect detection task and the ACSA task in Res
2014. Therefore, in the Res 2014 dataset, the pipeline method is
superior to our joint model. The pipeline model and the joint
model use the same framework, and only the output part of the
classifier is different. Therefore, error accumulation can be reduced
only when the aspect detection and sentiment analysis are per-
formed well. However, these pipeline models do not perform well
for all datasets. With the increase in the number of categories and
the data volume, our model becomes fully trained and thus
achieves good results for the Res_Large and BDCI datasets. The
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed framework.



Table 5
The results of P, R, F.

models P R F

End-to-end LSTM 60.45 78.94 68.47
End-to-end CNN 60.52 84.52 70.54
ATAE 63.11 83.74 71.97
HEAT 63.97 83.18 72.32
GCAE 63.31 81.77 71.36
MPADB 64.63 85.01 73.43

The best scores are in bold.

Table 6
F1 scores of different scoring functions.

models Res 2014 Res_Large BDCI

BiLSTM-Dot-Matt 78.80 66.51 72.58
BiLSTM-General-Matt 78.51 67.60 72.56
BiLSTM-Concat-Matt 78.45 67.16 72.90
BiLSTM-Minus-Matt 78.86 67.98 73.22

The best scores are in bold.
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After switching to BERT representations, we show that
MPADB_Bert_Joint achieves enhanced performance. Although the
original BERT_Joint model already provides strong prediction
Fig. 3. Visualization of attenti
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power, MPADB_Bert_Joint consistently improves over Bert_Joint
after fine-tuning. Hence, our model can effectively utilize these
semantic representations. Moreover, capturing aspect category
information explicitly is useful for the BERT-based model.

4.4.2. Result analysis of BDCI
We performed a 5-fold cross validation on the BDCI. Then

merge the results of the five test sets to obtain the prediction result
of a complete dataset. Then, we compute three valuation metrics
Precision (P), Recall (R), F-Measure (F), which are used to analyze
the performance of the different models again.

As can be seen from Table 5, the results once again demonstrate
our proposed MPADB outperform existing 5 models consistently in
terms of all the evaluation metrics, namely precision, recall and F
score. In particular, our model is significantly higher than other
comparison methods in terms of P and R. We have a high recall
due to our repeated use of relevant aspect information. And multi-
ple perspective attention allows sentiment of each aspect to be
accurately judged.

4.4.3. Effectiveness of different attention scoring functions
According to the attention score functions in the hierarchical

attentional mechanism in Section 3, four different BiLSTM-X-
on weight for Example 1.
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Matt models are obtained by using formulas (3)–(5). X denotes Dot,
General, Concat, and Minus. To verify the performance of the four
score functions in ASPE, we conduct a comparative experiment of
three datasets. The experimental results are shown in Table 6.

From Table 6, we can see that the Minus attention has the best
F1 score among all score functions. To further illustrate the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the four functions of attention, we
show in Fig. 3 the visualization of the attention weight.

As shown in Fig. 3, the aspect categories involved in Example 1
are ‘‘food”, ‘‘ambiance”, and ‘‘restaurant”. Only Minus attention
makes the correct predictions for the aspect category and senti-
ment label. Therefore, Minus-attention can pay attention to
aspect-related words in the text. Moreover, it has a strong ability
to capture context information, thereby improving the recognition
effectiveness of the aspect category and sentiment pair.
Fig. 4. Visualization of orthogonal for Example 2.
4.4.4. Influence of number of attention modules on multiple attention
Clearly, the number of attention modules affects model perfor-

mance. To analyze the influence of the number of attention mod-
ules on model performance, we adopt the minus attention
mechanism to evaluate our framework with multiple attention
models. The results are shown in Table 7, where
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�N denotes N attention models.

As shown in Table 7, our model with two or three attention
models are satisfactory in terms of F1, but the attention number
is inconsistent among different datasets. Multiple-times attention
can capture sufficient sentiment information from different sub-
spaces using more attention models. Meanwhile, F1 does not
monotonically increase with the attention number. We observe
that 4-times is not as good as 2-times, because the more complex
the models are, the more difficult they are to train and the less gen-
eralizable they are. Therefore, in the subsequent experiments, we
adopt the optimal attention number for different datasets. Similar
results type have also appeared in [5].
4.4.5. Effects of orthogonal attention mechanism
This regularization term forces orthogonality between attention

weight vectors of different aspects. For the aspect categories that
do not exist in sentences, the orthogonal attention mechanism
attends to the different parts of the sentence with minimal overlap.
To verify the effectiveness of the regularized attention mechanism
in the BDCI dataset, we show the experimental results in Table 8.

We select the attention weight of an attention block in a sample
for visual analysis, as shown in Fig. 4.
Table 7
F1 scores of attention module number.

models Res 2014 Res_Large BDCI

BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�1 78.86 67.98 73.22
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�2 79.21 68.88 73.43
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�3 79.99 68.58 73.41
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�4 79.14 68.31 73.36

The best scores are in bold.

Table 8
F1 scores of orthogonal attention mechanism.

Models No regularization Regularization

BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�1 73.22 73.26 "
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�2 73.43 73.36 #
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�3 73.41 73.51 "
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�4 73.36 73.42 "
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Example 2: , (Dis-
count is low, is not as good as 18, you see the configurations of 18.).

From Table 8 and Fig. 4, we can see that the F1 score of the reg-
ularized attention mechanism is superior to that without the reg-
ularized attention mechanism for BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�1,
BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�3, and BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�4 on the BDCI
dataset and is slightly lower than that for BiLSTM_Minus_Matt�2.
We also obtain a more interpretable result. As shown in Fig. 4 on
the left, the first row shows several overlaps prior to the applica-
tion of the regularized attention mechanism. The visualization
results on the right show that regularization can largely solve the
problem of overlapping attention after using the regularized atten-
tion mechanism.
5. Conclusion

This study proposes MPADB, which uses two layers of BiLSTM
to capture global semantic information and aspect category infor-
mation. At the same time, it uses the multiple attention mecha-
nism to pay attention to aspect category and sentiment
information for a couple of times, thereby alleviating the problem
of mutual interference between sentiment information of multiple
aspect categories. In addition, we use a multilabel joint training
model to predict aspect categories and corresponding sentiments
simultaneously in ASPE task. The approach can reduce the accumu-
lation of errors caused by pipeline methods. Finally, the MPADB
model with multiple attention is used to achieve good results in
ACSA and ASPE tasks given the Res_Large and BDCI datasets
regardless of whether the aspect category is given. Clearly, the
computational complexity of the model is naturally increased
due to the use of multiple perspective attention and orthogonal
regularization to improve our models’ accuracy and interpretabil-
ity. How to further reduce time complexity while maintain the
accuracy and interpretability will be an important direction for
our future research. In addition, we will consider using a multitask
model to predict aspects and sentiments. Finally, we will also
explore a new attention mechanism for effectively capture the
interaction between aspect categories and contexts.
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